NSSC NC STATE XTC CHAMPIONSHIP (1000 Agg RMC)
(BERNIE OLIVER MEMORIAL)

Sep 23-24, 2017 (Sat, Sun)

Registration starts at 07:00 in the pits. Shooters will be squadded in three relays. Firing will begin 08:00 daily. Awards presented at the conclusion of both matches.

Rules: Current NRA High Power Rules will apply

Rifles Allowed: Service Rifle-Rule 3.1; Match Rifle-Rule 3.3; Any Sight Match Rifle/ Tactical Rifle-Rule 3.3.2

Awards: Awards will be made for each individual/team match according to NRA classes. Three competitors are required to establish an NRA class for each category.

Saturday
MATCH 1 200 yards standing slow fire, 2 sighters and 20 shots for record. NRA rule 5.12. (22 minutes time limit, NRA Rule 8.2a) SR TGT.
MATCH 2 200 yards rapid fire, sitting or kneeling, 2 sighters and 20 shots for record (Two ten shot strings). NRA rule 5.8, 5.10 (time limit per NRA Rule 8.2b) SR TGT.
Note - pit change after 200 yard stages.
MATCH 3 300 yards rapid fire, prone, 2 sighters and 20 shots for record (Two ten shot strings). NRA rules 5.6 (Time limit per NRA Rule 8.2b) SR3 TGT.
MATCH 4 600-yard prone slow fire, 2 sighters and 20 shots for record. NRA Rule 5.6. (22 minutes time limit, NRA Rule 8.2a) MR1 TGT.
MATCH 5 600-yard prone slow fire, 2 sighters and 20 shots for record. NRA Rule 5.6. (22 minutes time limit, NRA Rule 8.2a) MR1 TGT.
MATCH 6 Rapid fire aggregate of matches 2 & 3.
MATCH 7 Slow fire aggregate of matches 1 & 4.
MATCH 8 Grand aggregate of matches 1, 2, 3, 4.

Sunday
MATCH 9 First Event: EIC "Leg" Match and the 4th Annual NC Governor's 10 Match. These two matches are run concurrently. All shooters are in the Governor's 10 match. EIC competitors must pull targets in EIC Match. No paid pullers allowed. The current edition of CMP rules governs the EIC Match and the CMP will award EIC leg points and place medals. The EIC/Gov 10 course of fire is a 50 shot National Match with no sighters. EIC competitors must stand for rapids, all others have option. EIC Competitors must use CMP approved service rifle, Gov 10 competitors may use any NRA approved rifle as in the 1000 aug above. The EIC/Gov 10 is a NO sighters match for ALL competitors, regardless of rifle used.
Stage 1: 200 yd, 10 shots, slow fire, standing, 10 minutes time limit. SR TGT.
Stage 2: 200 yd, 10 shots, rapid fire, standing to sitting, 60 seconds. SR TGT.
Stage 3: 300 yd, 10 shot, rapid fire, standing to prone, 70 seconds. SR3 TGT.
Stage 4: 600 yd, 20 shot, slow fire, prone, 20 minutes time limit. MR1 TGT.
The top ten competitors in Match 9, regardless of rifle, will receive the Governor’s Ten” medal and patch.

Second event: 2 Man “Director’s Team Selection” P100 Team Match (no sighters)
Stage 1: 200 yd, 10 shots for record, standing, 10 minutes time limit. SR TGT.
Stage 2: 300 yd, 10 shot string, rapid fire, 70 seconds, standing to prone. SR3 TGT.
Stage 3: 600 yd, 10 shots, prone, slow fire, 10 minutes time limit. MR1 TGT.

Entry Fees:
Saturday *$45.00
Sunday *$40.00
Package Fee *$80.00
*Fees include NRA/CMP registration and range fees paid to National Guard